THE SCENT OF GREEN PAPAYA

Director-writer Tran Anh Hung was born in 1962 in Da Nang, South Vietnam, and lived there until 1975, when the fall of Saigon led his family to move to France. His early childhood thus coincided with the Vietnam War—which he pointedly avoids by setting his semi-autobiographical first feature THE SCENT OF GREEN PAPAYA in 1951-1961, a time of relative tranquility. His central character, the servant Mui (played by two remarkable actresses, Lu Man San at age 10 and Tran Nu Yen-Khe at age 20), was inspired by images “I have of my mother, the freshness and the beauty of my mother's gestures.” Among those gestures: her work preparing and cooking papayas, the scent of which acted like Proust’s madeleine to initiate for Tran a cascade of memories. In paying tribute to his mother, and in presenting everyday life, Tran aimed to capture his people's humanity, which he said, “hasn’t been seen at the movies,” to leave the audience with a “calming rhythm that depicts the soul and manner of Vietnamese life.”

That calming rhythm is established through a leisurely pace: the film takes its time and asks us to immerse ourselves in its serenity. Tran and cinematographer Benoît Delhomme utilize long takes, intricate compositions that often involve frames within frames; elaborate camera movements frequently linking interiors and exteriors (which often flow together surrealistically), and delicate interactions between people—especially Mui—and nature. There are dramatic events, but almost all are understated, conveyed elliptically, as in the films of Robert Bresson and Yasujiro Ozu that inspired Tran to become a filmmaker. Tran emphasizes above all sensory impressions: sight (there are long stretches without dialogue, especially in the last half hour), sound (the natural world; diegetic and non-diegetic music), and even—magically—Mui's experiences with taste, touch, and smell.

Tran planned on filming on location in Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon), but various factors intervened—the difficulty of finding houses with the architectural features and expansive spaces he envisioned, the lack of a film industry that could provide the camera and sound crew, and the coming monsoon season—and he ended up making the entire film on soundstages in the Parisian suburb of Boulogne. As James King has observed, “this granted Tran far more control over his environment and creates a strange simulacrum-like effect that serves to heighten the sense of this all being a distant memory of a place, rather than a completely accurate representation of it.” But at the same time, there was meticulous attention to realistic detail: the set was populated with reptiles, fish, insects, and plants (notably the papaya trees), creating, in King’s words, “a version of a 1950s Saigon household that is almost real yet features enough artificiality to allow Tran to focus in on those specific sensual touches with a level of formal and environmental control that location shooting would never have afforded him.”

THE SCENT OF GREEN PAPAYA won the Caméra d’Or (awarded for first features) at the 1993 Cannes Festival, and was greeted by uniformly enthusiastic reviews when it opened in the U.S. two weeks later. Janet Maslin (New York Times) wrote that the film “marks a luxuriant, visually seductive debut for Tran, whose film is often so wordlessly evocative that it barely needs dialogue. Reaching into the past for its precisely drawn memories, it casts a rich, delicate spell.” Roger Ebert (Chicago Sun-Times) proclaimed, that it is “so placid and filled with sweetness and visual beauty that watching it is like listening to soothing music...like seeing a poem for the eyes...This is a film to cherish.” It went on to become the first (and still the only) Vietnamese film to be Oscar-nominated for Best Foreign Language Film, and its success helped Tran to secure funding for two other films about his native country, completing what has become known as his Vietnam Trilogy: CYCLO (1995), filmed in Ho Chi Minh City, and THE VERTICAL RAY OF THE SUN (2000), filmed in Hanoi.

Written and directed by Tran Anh Hung
Cinematography by Benoît Delhomme
Production Design by Alain Nègre
Music by Tôn-That Tiet
Produced by Les Productions Lazennec (1993), 104 mins.
Starring Tran Nu Yen-Khe, Lu Man San, Trương Thị Lộc, Nguyễn Anh Hoa, Vũ Ong Hoa Ho, and Trần Ngọc Trùng

DID YOU KNOW: Tran Nu Yen-Khe was also born in Da Nang and moved with her family to France at the end of the Vietnam War (she was one year old), is married to Tran, and has appeared in five of his films, including Cyclo and The Vertical Ray of the Sun.

NEXT UP: What is there to say about The Wizard of Oz (1939) that hasn’t already been said? If you’ve only ever seen this timeless classic on TV or home video, you’re in for a treat when Treasures presents a 35mm print from the film’s 1998 restoration and theatrical re-release on Thursday, January 26 at 7 p.m.